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There is no room for inefficiency in the modern supply chain. Customers expect to pay less for products, yet receive them faster than ever before. 
The multitude of distribution channels, from online and mobile commerce to drop-ship programs with big-box retailers, have revolutionized 
the processes for moving products from the source to the buyer.

This shift has placed additional pressure on everyone in the supply chain. Supply chain professionals are tasked with finding ways to move 
products out of their distribution channels more quickly to meet tight delivery windows. The variety of order types, including an increasing 
volume of smaller, consumer-direct orders, requires careful organization and planning. At the same time, businesses are attempting to lower 
labor costs with more efficient distribution processes and new technology. Inventory visibility is also crucial as lost and obsolete stock is no 
longer an acceptable cost of doing business. As profit margins slim, companies must tighten every step of their operations. 

This guide addresses these issues with detailed directions to help you transform your supply chain. It includes specific examples, models and 
measurement tools to guide you in turning your supply chain from a cost center into a competitive advantage. After reading this, you will no 
longer see the supply chain as just red numbers on the balance sheet. Instead, you will see it as something that differentiates your business.

INTRODUCTION  
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STEP 1: BUILD A PLAN 
Transforming your supply chain into a competitive differentiator starts with 
a detailed strategic plan. One of your first steps should be baselining your 
current capabilities. If you are interested in moving the needle in a particular 
area, choose a dependent measure that is relevant and can be compared 
to others’ results in similar business sectors. The AMR SCOR model is often 
cited as the best-in-class method to establish good measurements and set 
your baselines. The great thing about this approach is that you can then use a 
common denominator to compare your company’s data to other top-performing 
supply chains. Establishing baselines and key measurement criteria is critical 
whenever change is implemented. It helps you understand which changes 
had a lasting positive impact and which ones actually set you sideways or 
backwards.

Three Key Pieces 
There are three key components of every supply chain: 

people, inventory, and processes. One of them is not a 

variable cost (and you probably know which one). 

People – The workforce is generally 

a fixed cost because you need 

people to move products through 

the supply chain. In most distribution 

centers, you need employees to 

receive, pick, and package items. 

In addition, managers monitor the 

progress of those workers and help 

them resolve the issues that arise 

every day. 

Inventory – This, too, is somewhat of 

a fixed cost. The appropriate amounts 

of different goods must be stocked in 

the warehouse. Ideally, those products 

are located near the customer to 

meet expectations for fast delivery. 

Processes – The steps your company 

takes to move product through the 

supply chain are a variable cost. 

Tuning these operational processes 

can lead to substantial financial gains, 

improved customer service and long-

term growth for the company. SCOR® FRAMEWORK LEVELS
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STEP 2: ESTABLISH A CENTER OF 
EXCELLENCE 
Real-world examples suggest that companies should focus on building Supply Chain Centers of Excellence (COE). Depending on the scale 
of your operation, this could be a small group of employees that focuses on implementing change in your supply chain processes. Larger 
organizations may have the option to put a number of forward-thinking people from different departments into one center of excellence. It 
may be beneficial to rotate key, high-potential employees through the COE. This ensures a reliable source of innovative concepts. In most larger 
organizations, the COE operates independently but frequently collaborates with the various business units to turn ideas into reality. 

A supply-chain focused COE will typically introduce and manage change 
in a number of different areas. Potential areas of focus include purchasing, 
sales, and operations planning, material management, customer service, 
transportation and logistics, and supply chain design and services. 

This group should develop a plan with clear goals – and prioritize the processes and projects with the perceived greatest opportunity for 
immediate savings. In certain situations, a well-performed performance gap analysis will allow you to objectively define the right projects and 
make sure objectives are in place to reach larger goals. Finally, the right people must be aligned in the right places in the organization to 
ensure that new operational practices are fully executed. 

Along the way, the COE can keep score. Focused goals for the company, business unit, department, and individual are established and measured. 
Make sure that the goals of each level in your business roll up to the overall company goals! And keep it simple. Use scoreboards illustrating 
where each business unit stands relative to the goal. Progress against the goals should be instantly apparent if you are doing it right.
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STEP 3: TAKE ACTION 
Let’s say company leadership sets a goal for delivering XX percentage of 
its orders on time. How can you turn that vision into reality?

Begin by pinpointing a baseline and then find relevant metrics to measure 
performance. Lay out the processes you plan to change in areas where 
there is clear room for improvement. An RACI matrix (Responsible, Ac-
countable, Consulted, Informed) will allow you to clearly see and 
understand the responsibilities of different individuals involved as change 
agents. Customer input (within and across selling channels) should also 
be included. Certain clients may be more focused on consistency than 
speed. Others may require that you hit specific markers regarding delivery 
to ensure compliance. Every channel will (and should) have varying 
expectations. 

The data analysis tools used to measure the health of the supply chain will vary depending on the company’s operations, selling channels, and 
its ultimate goals. As examples, if the goal is a higher percentage of on-time deliveries, the following measurements would make sense: 

LOTIF SKU Profiling Scatter Graph

 � Y Axis = Availability/Shipped/Delivered

 � X Axis = To Promise/To Target/To Request

 � Y Axis = Consistency (Volume Weekly Mean/Standard Deviation)

 � X Axis = Units Shipped (Fast to Slow)

Order Fulfillment Cycle Time (OFCT) Carrying Cost

 � Y Axis = Volume

 � X Axis = Forecast Accuracy

 � Y Axis = Inventory Dollars

 � X Axis = LOTIF

 

LOTIF would be your specific on-time performance gauge (dependent measure for success). SKU profiling, OFCT and Carrying Cost analytics 
would be the leading indicators for change that would impact the overall goal of on-time in-full (LOTIF). Positive movement in your leading 
indicators should result in improvement against your overall goal.
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STEP 4: ANALYZE 
THE RESULTS  
Measurement and analysis will help you drive operational improvements. 
But once the initial results roll in, you will likely need to make further 
adjustments.

For example, maybe as delivery performance increased – as hoped 
– inventory costs climbed, as well. Why? Deeper dives could reveal 
deeper opportunities (i.e., large percentages of low-profitability SKUs 
accounted for limited percentages of revenue). In an effort to speed 
up delivery, costs rose for products that were not big sellers – or big 
money-makers. These types of revelations can spawn further process 
improvements such as SKU rationalization. This process could help 
you set the service expectations of your customers within channels. 
Then, have those desirable SKUs available to your customers at 
competitive prices that will keep your organization profitable – and 
hitting company goals for delivery performance. Excess or under-
performing inventory is just another barrier to supply chain optimization.
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FINAL THOUGHTS 
In today’s ultra-competitive environment, optimizing the supply chain must be a priority. It is too important to 
the overall welfare of the company to be ignored. Efficient operations are the best offense for keeping pace 
with ever-rising customer expectations.

If your company needs to improve its supply chain, here’s a quick summary of steps you can take to begin 
improving the processes at your company:

 � Identify Biggest Opportunities for Return

• Leverage tools to prioritize 

 � Institute Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and Benchmarks

• Define metrics to track progress toward these goals

• Ensure executive alignment with the supply chain’s goals 

 � Establish Visible Roles and Responsibilities

• Set meeting cadences that ensure active participation

• Start and close meetings with clear objectives 

 �Decide on Strategies, Assign Tasks to Meet Objectives

• Analyze all inventory to understand contributions to revenue and categorize products accordingly

• Simplify processes that are unnecessarily complex, then standardize them 

 � Record Results, Make Them Visible

• Scoreboarding facilitates visibility

• Make sure all goals roll up to the company’s overarching goals

With this in mind, the challenges of today become a unique opportunity rather than a struggle. The time to 
capitalize on that opportunity is now, while there is still room to separate your business from the competition.
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TECHNOLOGY IS KEY 
 
As you move through improving your supply chain processes, you need to consider the important role of technology. Best-of-breed supply 
chain solutions do not just ease this process – they are a requirement for embarking on this journey. Your organization will truly build a 
competitive advantage when these systems are paired with the strategies laid out in this playbook. 

A warehouse management system (WMS) can be the starting point. A WMS will boost order accuracy, eliminate lost items with inventory 
tracking, and reduce overall labor costs thanks to directed workflow.

When evaluating different systems, there are a number of critical factors to consider. To turn your supply chain into a strategic differentiator, 
your WMS should:

 � Be built on an open architecture that allows you to easily add other supply chain solutions

 � Come from a trusted vendor with dependable implementation and support teams

 � Allow you to tweak the system to your unique business needs

 � Adapt to new processes as you implement them 

These features will ensure a lower total cost of ownership because they limit expenses after the initial investment. That is crucial for a company 
constantly searching for ways to make its operation more efficient and profitable. 

The future will not be a source of fear if you know you have the technology tools available to adapt and overcome supply chain challenges. 
Today’s technology gives you the ability to achieve that sense of security.
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In almost every industry, buyers are becoming more fickle, and more demanding. 
For logistics executives, effectively meeting buyer needs has become a relentless 
quest for speed and agility. Traditional supply chain solutions – siloed, complex, and 
hard-to-implement – no longer suffice, as competitors find ways to deliver goods 
faster and more profitably.
 
In today’s “now” economy, HighJump helps you stay agile, with adaptable, 
connected solutions that harness the power of your trading partner community. 
From the warehouse to the storefront, from the desktop to the driver’s cab, we can 
help you achieve new levels of supply chain responsiveness, performance, and 
profitability. 
 
HighJump’s suite of warehouse management, business integration, transportation 
management, and retail/DSD solutions form a complete, powerful, and adaptable 
platform that allow you to drive growth, customer satisfaction, and revenue. 

HighJump: supply chain accelerated.

©2016 HighJump. All rights reserved. HighJump is a trademark of HighJump Software, Inc. 
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